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ABSTRACT 

This article is related to the new design of the BMW car according to the base of BMW 6 Series 2012 coupe 

with BMW I8 Concept. The proportion is a typical BMW proportion and the surfaces are about the fluent of 

muscular form and the whole interplay creates the great stands of the car on the wheels. It has a new headlights 

LED (light emitting diode), grill, green house, character line, reflections, designing and so on. At the end of this 

article new design of BMW is considered and the information of some views as front perspective as well as the 

sides is illustrated. For the mechanical concepts of this study, from the vibration, the simplest model 

representing a system is a linear, lumped parameter, discrete system model, which requires considerable 

analytical and computational effort for systems with more than two degrees of freedom. The equations of motion 

for the problems (in design i.e. design of the facelift of the car or the tires, too), all textbook authors mentioned 

above use Newtonian mechanics, whereas this study is introduced to the readers to analytical approach of 

Lagrange's equations.                

KEYWORDS: Render, Side, Facelift, Reflection, Overhang, Lagrange's Equations 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the different issues between Mechanical engineers and Designers in the world of 

science, one of the major problems to connect them is the limitations of the implement of engineering 

to modeling the extraordinary thoughts from the capabilities of the human brains that is named, 

Design. Any design that is emanated from the brain of the designer has to be seen and considered in 

all aspects. The necessity of clarifications of details is to be conceivable to the experts. [1] The 

scientific utilization of technical apparatus is not wholly practical for a complete design due to the 

lack of human local capabilities. The work of these studies are introduced a new designed car 

according to the frame of BMW I8 concept compound with the I8 6 series of 2012 designs with 

analysis of the infrastructure of the main frame and also the consideration of vibrations of governing 

motion equations to the crankshaft, axils which are ended up to the wheels. These outcomes are 

deeply supported by precise calculations of Lagrange's equations. [2]  

The major conspicuous item within our survey is the DESIGN at which later came up with the precise 

calculations among the vibration equations, consequently ended up in attaining the coefficients of C in 

vibration equations which were derived from the system itself, nonetheless at the beginning it couldn’t 

have been technically and precisely expected. The hierarchy chart bellow illustrates the actual taken 

steps sequentially.  
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Chart 1. Hierarchy sequences on promoting the latest BMW outfit 

II. PRIMARY DESIGN  

This project is based on BMW 6 series 2012 coupe, designed by Mr. Nader Faghih zadeh and is 

inspired with BMW I8. According to the new BMW designs, such as 3 series 2012 saloon and I8, 

there is an empty space between headlight and grill (It is noticeable that the mentioned work is in the 

observance of this article). Continuous distant of the headlights and grills are in the observance of this 

proposal, too. Character lines are taken from I8 and 6 series. Main purpose of the design is 6 series 

facelift, in order to designing the new one as I8; therefore it can be ignore the use of conceptual forms 

(i.e. Glass doors, Glass bonnet).  

 

Figure 1. BMW main lines (Designed by: BMW.Co.)  

Through the BMW boundary conditions and considerations such as lines which have been shown on 

Figure 1, form of the grills, lights, shark form of the BMW cars and proportions, this work presented 

a new design of BMW.  

From the margin side, front of the car is alike the I8 and also backside of the car is alike the 6 series 

concept. To satisfying Aerodynamics considerations, main lines of the designed car are basically 

inspired from the 6 series. This can be followed by the next view of the car in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Considering BMW main lines in project 
 Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

Moreover, rate of length respect to the width of car is similar to the 6 series and is set as 0.58. In 

addition to the facts are mentioned on top, size of the intake air valve is equivalent with 6 series, this 

means that, this car was designed for eight and ten cylinder motors. Primary approach to the new car 

body designed is illustrated as Figure 3. Furthermore, the structure is designed in a way that 

compartment intrusion is rarely seen in modern cars. 
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©Designed by: Muhammad Hassani, Backstretch ™, 2012 
 

Figure 3. Primary approach to the design 

 Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

Figure 3 is integratively illustrated the primary approach of the designing process which should be 

considered to clarifying the readers through the design process. From here, appropriate actions have 
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been taken through the design and a proposed merger is between the I8 and 6 series of BMW design. 

That is followed by Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Start of designing with BMW 6 series 2012 coupe blueprints. 

Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012  

Through the primary design, Grills are wider and the distance between them are longer than usual. 

Due to making a little more shark shape form, I8 significant lines are conservatively lapped together, 

which is shown on Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Shark shape form  

Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

Applying this methodology, engineers can define the frame of a new car body, respecting the 

company standards. The principal benefit is the reduction of the design development time as the 

modification process is optimized. Furthermore the design history is recorded and the same 

parametric models can be re-used for several vehicle projects. The front end has cleaner lines, which 

converge towards the prominent front grille. The methodology was based, not only on Primary design, 

but also on the concept of archetype and modular platform. Vibration analysis of the wheels in the 

designed car body is under analysis and the Lagrange's Equations are derived through that. Also it is 
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impossible to deny Aerodynamics concepts. Car body design is a very critical and time-consuming 

activity because it is deeply linked to body style. The most frequent design modifications during car 

development process, in fact, depend on style changes. For this purpose BMW design seems to be 

very attractive for designers because it enables to speed up the process of geometric features updating, 

according to the new style changes. In this way, designers don’t waste time in boring and repetitive 

activities without adding value. The project goal was to develop a new BMW design methodology so 

as to: 

 Reduce modification time during the development of a new car body; 

 Reuse the same parametric models for future platforms. 

The archetype is a set of logical and parametric features of an object or system. With reference to 

these archetypes, it is technically possible to build the model of a single component or a whole 

system.   

III. FINAL ANALYZING OF THE DESIGNED BODY 

The argumentative process of the designing has reached to Figure 6. As shown bellow, the final 

design typically located to illustrate the final perspective.   

 

Figure 6. Complete view of the designed car with the concepts. 
Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

All the specifications considered in 6 Series and I8 on the next figure. [3] With reference to BMW 

makes, all the aerodynamic lines in sides, back and front as well as dimensions were accurately 

calculated. Next views are clarifying all of the differences between designed car and BMW design. 

This is considered on Figure 7 which is shown below:      

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. a) BMW Design and b) New design 
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Figure 8. Illustration of the main Line that is related to the Aerodynamics Considerations. 

The vibration analysis of our designed system will remarkably be noticeable on the next stage and the 

coefficients of the Lagrange's Equations were calculated and computed with MATLAB program. All 

the programmed codes are classified in Appendix. Also mechanical concepts with comparisons will 

be completed on this reciprocal research paper.          

III.A VIBRATION CONCEPTS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE 

The modular platform is a platform that can be used for several types of vehicles with specific 

modifications. A car body, in fact, has usually made for only one vehicle with its specific platform, 

while a modular platform can be used for several cars (usually in the same car segments) and can be 

adapted to the current style. As mentioned in the last section, base of the project is 6 series 2012 

coupe. Wheel base distance, height, length of the car overhangs and A-line are quite similar. [4]  

 

 

Figure 9. Illustration of the side Meshing 
Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

Figure 9 is clearly illustrated the formation of the body side. Due to the final design, meshing of the 

body side has the best view of the process of final design. [5] 
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Figure 10. Illustration of the body meshing 

Designed by: M.Hassani, ©Backstretch™, Department of Designing and Analyzing, 2012 

The formation of whole body meshing is completely illustrated on Figure 10, and then the distance 

between the wheels' axis including the sketch will be illustrated on Figure 11. A great deal of work 

has been done in developing dynamic and vibration models of vehicle systems and comparing their 

simulated data between two cases. [6] When the rear tire goes over the bump, the vibrations produced 

from front tire passage over the bump *(if it has not died out by the time rear tire reaches the bump) 

are used as initial conditions, and the same SIMULINK model is used to obtain the new oscillation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. 

a. wheels' Axils Distances 

 b. Oscillatory Vibrations of the wheels 
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With neglecting the mass of tires and rolling motion of the vehicle, and combining the stiffness and 

damping effects of tires and suspension system into an equivalent damping and stiffness system, a 

preliminary model based on the bounce and pitch motions of the vehicle is considered. 

III.B FORMULATION 

The governing system of differential equations which describe the bounce and pitch motions of the 

system shown on Figure 11 is attained by using Lagrange's Equations. The generalized coordinate 

( )x t and ( )t are used to describe the bounce and pitch motion of the auto body. The kinetic energy is 

described in Equation 1 as: 

2 2. .1 1

2 2
m x J                                                                                                                      .1  

The potential energy is described in Equation 2 as: 

 2 2

1 1 2 2 21

1 1
( ) ( )

2 2
U y x l k y x lk                                                                                     .2 

Rayleigh's dissipation function describing viscous dissipation in the dampers is: 

. . . . . .
2 2

1 1 2 21 2

1 1
( ) ( )

2 2
Q c y x l c y x l                                                                                       .3 

The Lagrange  L T U   evaluated from (1) and (2), and together with (3) substituted in (4) 

and (5) one obtains equations of motion. 

. . .

d L L Q

dt x x x

   
  

 
   

                                                                                                                  .4 

. . .

d L L Q

dt   

   
  

 
   

                                                                                                                 .5 

The application of Equations 4 and 5 yields: 

.. . . . .

1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 21 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m x c c x l c l c k k x l k l k k y k y c y c y                              .6 
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The equation of motion can also be shown in matrix form as:                                                 .8 
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IV. SOLUTIONS  

The first attempt is to find the damped natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the damped 

system. To this goal should be set the right side of equations (6) to zero. [7] Assuming a harmonic 

response as shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Damping effects of tire and suspension system 

The characteristic equation for the system is found by setting the determinant of the characteristic 

matrix to zero. 

 1 2l m  

 

2

1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1

( ) ( )
det 0

( ) ( )

ms c c s k k c l c l s k l k l

c l c l s k l k l Js l c l c s l k l k

       
 

       
 

From now on can use MATLAB to do the algebra and find the characteristic roots. Please refer to the 

Appendix. The C coefficients were attained by MATLAB program in that section. [8] 

V. ANALYZING THE SPECIAL SOLUTIONS BY MATLAB SOFTWARE  

In this study analysis, assumed that the rolling motion compared to the two other types of oscillatory 

motions is negligible. Neglecting the rolling motion and mass of tires, and combining the stiffness and 

damping effects of tire and suspension system into an equivalent damping and stiffness system, a 

preliminary model for automobile's suspension system is presented on the Figure 11. Initial values for 

the respective inertias, damping coefficients, and spring rates are as the followings: 
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m = 2500kg     J = 3500 2.kg m     1 2 40000 Nk k
m

     1 2
.3000 N sc c

m
   

1 1l m   And   2 3l m  

Where m is the auto body's mass, J is its moment of inertia about the center of mass. [9]  

The car is assumed to be travelling at 50km
h

 and the road is as sinusoidal in cross section with 

amplitude of 10mm and the wavelength 7m  . Having run the program with MATLAB software, 

the results were clearly shown to us the best design of the tires and distances among them. All the 

parameters are affected in the design of the car and they are as important as our analytical solutions in 

the mechanical behaviors.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Unfortunately there are a lot of distances between the designers and analysts, however the main idea 

of the design is exclusively inspired and then innovated from the characteristics of the mechanical 

behaviors on concepts. The designers in fact are the people who seek to design in the best shape 

possible as well as the best creative model of designing, nevertheless for the analysts encounter a lot 

of limitations which are derived from the conversions of the model into the real world. One of the 

cases through the thousands of the pursued research is the car and the behavior of it structure. 

Vibration of the main body of the car is very important issue in order to analyze the design and to 

make a relationship between the I8 design form and 6 series 2012 coupe is considered and designed as 

the next generation model of BMW 6 series is remarkably proposed for manufacturing aids.  

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Due to the changes, have to do with the events which have taken place over the last ten years, the 

main reason to diversify this article from the others is the technically assumed relations between the 

design and science of mechanics. We believe that the major problematic issue among the Mechanical 

Engineers and analysts is lacking sufficient tools due to the excessive workable ideas contrast with the 

shortage of necessary applications accordingly. Rectifying the tool imperfections, it is globally 

believed as time consuming process which is willingly going to be solved as well.   

APPENDIX  

A. MATLAB CODEs 

Now can be used MATLAB Code to Obtain Damped Natural Frequencies and the Mode Shapes: 

% Calculating Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 

m = 2000; J = 3500 ; k1 = 30000; k2=30000; 

l1=1; l2=3; 

%Establishing Mass Matrix and Stiffness Matrix 

m=[m 0; 0 J]; 

k= [k1+k2 k2*l2-k1*l1; k2*l2-k1*l1 k2*l2^2+k1*l1^2]; 

% Calling Function "eig" to Obtain Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 

[u,lamda]=eig(k, m); 

fprintf('\n') 

disp('Natural Frequencies are:') 

% Print Natural Frequencies 

w = sqrt(lamda) 

fprintf('\n') 

% Print the Mode Shape 

disp('Mode shapes are:') 

fprintf('\n') 

disp('u=') 

fprintf('\n') 

disp(u) 
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B. NOTATIONS AND EXCESS FORMULAS 

Period t, in which the automobile’s front tire is in contact with the bump. This time period is: 

 10 t t
V

    

Where V, is the speed of the automobile. The other time span is when the rear tire is in contact with 

the speed bump. This time period is: 

2 2t t t
V

    

Where t2 is the time it takes for the rear tire to reach the trough of the bump. That is: 

1 2
2

l l
t

V


  

The non-dimensionalized times, defined as the ratio of the time for each tire to pass the bump over the 

natural periods of the vibrations, are: 

11
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2 2
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t V

T V
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C. MATLAB SIMULINK SOFTWARE  

SIMULINK MODEL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First, the speed bump is modeled as the algebraic sum of two sine waves one starting at 1t V
  

seconds later. The frequency of the sine waves is
1t


  . That is: 

1

1 1

( ) 0.08sin( ) ( ) 0.08sin( ) ( )y t t u t t u t t
t t

 
      

Where u (t) is the step function at t = 0. SIMULINK implementation of this bump signal is shown 

above. 
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